Complex-valued filtering based on the minimization of complex-error entropy.
In this paper, we consider the training of complex-valued filter based on the information theoretic method. We first generalize the error entropy criterion to complex domain to present the complex error entropy criterion (CEEC). Due to the difficulty in estimating the entropy of complex-valued error directly, the entropy bound minimization (EBM) method is used to compute the upper bounds of the entropy of the complex-valued error, and the tightest bound selected by the EBM algorithm is used as the estimator of the complex-error entropy. Then, based on the minimization of complex-error entropy (MCEE) and the complex gradient descent approach, complex-valued learning algorithms for both the (linear) transverse filter and the (nonlinear) neural network are derived. The algorithms are applied to complex-valued linear filtering and complex-valued nonlinear channel equalization to demonstrate their effectiveness and advantages.